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Welcome and Introduction
The National Wildlife Federation’s Role in Environmental Education
The National Wildlife Federation (NWF) is a leader in conservation and environmental
education among America’s major conservation groups. We began educational
programs for children in the 1950s and now have school greening programs in over
9,000 Pre-K-12 schools. Moreover, we work directly with 1,000 higher education
campuses through our Campus Ecology program; we are a leader, via our Ranger Rick
brand, in wholesome children’s education publishing; and we are on a campaign to provide 10 million
kids with regular time outdoors learning and playing in nature through partnerships with schools, public
agencies and local and regional park departments.
NWF’s Pre-K–12 educational programming provides hands-on, experiential and authentic learning
experiences for young children and youth. We believe that learning happens most powerfully when
people are deeply involved with the natural world, their communities, and one another. We provide
students and educators with hands-on, minds-on, practical and authentic learning experiences and
academically challenging programs that employ experiential learning strategies. We are metrics driven
and measure results in terms of environmental outcomes, environmental education advancement, and
overall academic performance and behavior of students engaged in our programs.

What is the NWF Eco-Schools USA Program?
NWF’s Eco‐Schools USA program is a nationwide program that engages Pre K‐12 school students,
faculty, administrators and community volunteers in a comprehensive, environment‐based program to
improve student environmental literacy and skills. The schools themselves become greener and cleaner
and students learn more science and technology. The Eco-Schools USA program now serves over 4,700
U.S. schools, 2.7 million students, over 130,000 educators, and is growing.
The Eco‐Schools USA program focuses on greening existing school buildings, school grounds, curricula,
and the student experience. In addition to direct environmental benefits, the program helps to
dramatically improve student skills in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM). It is also a
proven framework for promoting youth leadership and community service. Roughly two-thirds of the
participating schools are in low income urban areas and approximately 45% of participating students are
from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds. As of early 2016, virtually every major urban area in the
U.S. has active Eco-Schools. The Eco-Schools USA website has an interactive map that shows locations
and distribution of participating schools.
Eco-Schools USA is part of a larger global network of over 51,000 green schools in 62 nations.
The Eco‐ Schools effort was originally launched in 1994 as an outgrowth of the 1992 Rio
Environmental Declaration. Its global coordinator, the Foundation for Environmental Education
(FEE), is based in Denmark and each participating nation has its own non‐governmental
organization operator. During its first decade of existence, the Eco‐Schools program prospered
in Europe and, in the past five years, has expanded to other major nations including Australia,
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Brazil, China, India, Japan, and Russia. The United States joined the program in 2008 and NWF is the sole
designated host and operator in this country.
Twenty years of testing and growth have helped the Eco‐Schools program to hit on all cylinders. The
program produces results that can be measured in energy and water saved, reduced solid waste and
food waste, improved indoor air quality, new school gardens and new outdoor classrooms, and more. In
2015, for example, participating U.S. schools saved $65 million on their utility bills through a variety of
low‐cost and no‐cost means. The Eco‐Schools platform also lets educators use these improvements as
learning opportunities for youth. Student/faculty teams conduct audits of water and energy use, indoor
air quality, solid waste, and landscaping and develop action plans to make improvements. These become
part of the school’s educational programming.
In addition to environmental education benefits, teachers find profound linkages between STEM
education and student learning of environmental subjects. Both offer hands‐on learning opportunities
and support inquiry‐based education, critical thinking, use of technology and problem solving. This will
become more important as states, such as California, New York, New Jersey and many more implement
the newly‐released Next Generation Science Standards.
The Eco‐Schools program also helps orient students to a more sustainable future and careers. The
program is based on a simplified version of the ISO 14001 environmental management process
framework. Schools form school‐wide teams, conduct audits, and develop action plans. This exposes
them to “green” career paths, and facilitates their transition to higher education, the workplace, and
adult life. As schools implement their plans, progress is measured and this helps them reach specific
school‐wide award levels – Bronze, Silver and Green Flag. In sum, Eco‐Schools USA supplies a seven‐step
framework that provides a core structure for learning opportunities at schools. The seven steps, covered
in more detail later in this handbook, are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Establish a student‐driven Eco‐Action Team.
Perform an environmental review assessment.
Develop an Eco‐Action Plan.
Monitor and evaluate progress.
Link to educational curriculum.
Involve the entire school and larger community.
Create an "Eco‐Code."

The NWF Eco‐Schools USA website is designed to be self‐guiding and to make participation in the
program easy for educators. The site offers a rich array of environment‐based curricula, educational
content, and best practices from decades of working with schools and educators. Most of these
resources are available at no cost to schools and the Eco‐Schools USA program, itself, is a free program.
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How Does Eco-Schools USA Benefit Your School?
Eco-Schools USA is a holistic program. It strives to make environmental awareness and action an
intrinsic part of the life and culture of a school, including students, teachers, administrative staff, nonteaching staff, parents, and the local community. Eco-Schools USA works to extend learning beyond the
classroom and develop responsible environmental attitudes and commitments, both at home and in the
wider community.
NWF’s Eco-Schools USA Gets Results!

Whether public, private, charter, magnet, or home school, the NWF
Eco-Schools USA program gets results. Our schools are engaged, active,
and motivated, and the students are becoming more environmentally
literate through hands-on, experiential, and project-based learning that
turns the school buildings and grounds into true learning laboratories.
Beyond the actual cost savings to the school and district, Eco-Schools
USA has a critical impact on student learning and health as well.
Schools report the following improvements from our most recent
survey:

Increased student engagement
Improved reading abilities
Improved math skills
Better understanding of science concepts
Improved technology and engineering skills
Increased participation in science and nature activities
Improved school attendance
Increased student/staff physical activity

NWF launched the Eco-Schools USA program in 2009. Since then, our growth has been impressive and
there are over 4,600 schools nationwide today. We also have state partners in Maryland, Kansas,
Oregon, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin who help us to deliver the program to schools in those states. The
program is free to any participating school.
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Financial Benefits to the School
There are many ways that schools and districts benefit financially from participating in the NWF EcoSchools USA program. Each year, NWF surveys its participants to determine if schools are realizing
financial savings due to the program. Schools report savings in the areas of energy, water, waste, and
carbon footprint. Metrics are gathered through the NWF Eco-Schools USA school “dashboard” -- an
online metric gathering portal that allows schools to measure their progress. Some typical savings and
school stories are as follows:

20-40
%

Using the Eco-Schools Energy Pathway, students at William
Annin School in Bernards Township, NJ investigated ways
to conserve energy at their school. In addition to making
small changes, like swapping out old light bulbs for new,
energy efficient bulbs, the school also installed solar panels.
A large monitor in the school hallway now displays their
energy saving results for all to see.
Savannah Country Day School, GA, the first Eco-Schools
USA Green Flag school, has a 2,000-gallon cistern that
collects 50% of the rainwater from the roof of the school’s
main building. Water from the underground cistern is put
to use in a number of ways, such as filling the stack pond
which is home to fish and turtles. Students learn about
water conservation as they calculate how many gallons of
water are in the cistern at different times throughout the
year.

10-30
%

10-30
%

With 100% school participation and using the School
Improvement Plan, Churchill Road Elementary, VA was
able to reduce their lunch waste by 90%. Thanks to their
innovative approach, all non-used food from the cafeteria
now gets redistributed to local food banks. The school went
from 300 pounds of cafeteria waste per day to just 30
pounds each day!
Collectively, participating NYC Eco-Schools prevented the
release of more than 300,000 pounds of carbon dioxide
into the atmosphere. These schools participated in the EcoSchools USA “Cool School Challenge” and tracked their
carbon emission savings through energy, water, HVAC,
waste, and transportation improvements and behavior
changes.
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Student Academic Achievement
Research has shown that students of all economic, racial, and cultural backgrounds that are engaged in
hands-on, applied and real-world aspects of environmental education have an increased desire to learn
and perform better on most measurements of student success. Educators today are also finding it
harder to attract, retain, and interest students in STEM disciplines. Using the environment as an
integrating context, we call this our Green STEM programmatic approach. Green STEM supports
inquiry-based learning; places scientific and technical learning in a real world context; and encourages
hands-on, project based learning and application of knowledge. Green STEM improves academic
performance, especially in science and math, and encourages student environmental awareness,
stewardship and leadership.
In addition, today’s students need to develop 21st Century Skills to prepare for success in their chosen
career paths as they age. These skills are broken down into three categories:

21ST CENTURY SKILLS

Learning Skills

Literacy Skills

Life Skills

Critical Thinking
Creative Thinking
Collaborating
Communicating

Information Literacy
Media Literacy
Technology Literacy

Flexibility
Initiative
Social Skills
Productivity
Leadership

The NWF Eco-Schools USA program utilizes the Project-Based Learning (PBL) teaching method in
which students gain knowledge and skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate
and respond to an engaging and complex question, problem, or challenge that is local in nature.
Following the Eco-Schools’ Seven Step Framework, students lead the Eco-Action Team, they perform
the school’s Environmental Audit, they develop the Action Plan, and Monitor and Evaluate their
progress towards goals over time. All of the actions they take are linked to the curriculum, and they
use their student voice and choice to engage the greater school Community. Finally, they make their
work public by developing an Eco-Action Code and presenting it to the school and broader
community. Each step helps to build student confidence, communication, and collaboration skills,
while at the same time allowing them to think creatively and critically about environmental or
sustainability challenges at their school and develop place-based solutions. In this way, students
develop the necessary 21st Century Skills as well as develop an affinity for the STEM disciplines.
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Don’t just take our word for it – here’s what members of the
school community are saying about various aspects of our
program!
“As a 2nd grade teacher, part of our science curriculum is the life cycle of a butterfly. Having a
butterfly garden right here on campus has allowed me to connect my curriculum with my
students' real life experience and provide a greater depth of understanding for my students.”
- Melissa Eads, Patton Elementary School, Austin ISD

"Eco Schools’ Green STEM workshop was by far one of the best
professional learning sessions of my career! Although I do not have a math
or science background, I walked away with practical ways to integrate
STEM into my units of study in Reading, Writing, Science and Social
Studies. I can’t wait to turn my 5th graders into lead oil spill containment
and extraction researchers."- Wendy Poveda, PS 132 (Manhattan)
“Children are learning by doing. This has been an invaluable
experience for them.” - Oliver Barron, Patton Elementary School, Austin ISD

“Environment-based education offers a platform to provide breadth and depth to all aspects of
the curriculum. All students are involved with inquiry learning as they investigate various
aspects of each discipline to study. Students grow crops based on their curriculum, making
learning come alive. We use the outdoor classroom to “do science,” not just read about it. Our
students are passionately learning, utilize all five senses to achieve education goals. These
goals will take these students into the future.” - Don Hutzel, Principal, Churchill Road Elementary
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The Meaning of the Eco-Schools Logo
In 1994, FEE France, one of the first Eco-Schools programs, organized a competition in a school of
graphic arts to create a logo for an environmental program related to school and based on the active
participation of students. The winning design became the logo for the Eco-Schools program worldwide.
A lot of meaning is packed into this image. Here is what it symbolizes:









People are the basis and center of the program. In our hands lies the greening of our future,
which is symbolized by the flower flourishing above the head of the central person.
The flowers symbolize both the flourishing of the
environment that we can promote, and the flourishing of
human beings who will be enriched by developing values
and attitudes that protect our environment and ourselves.
Once this bouquet of green flowers is open over our heads,
it turns into a kind of umbrella, a shelter that protects us.
The book is associated with school and knowledge, but the
two separate pages (with the person in the middle) mean
that this knowledge is not purely academic. Books only
contribute to the change in behaviors, while
teaching/learning and people are central.
The blue page on the left represents the book of human history, loaded and heavy with the
problems of society we are facing and inheriting. This part of the book is already written.
The white page on the right is not yet written. It represents everything that can be done - and
we alone decide what our future will be.

Eco-Schools National Operators Meeting in Belfast, Northern Ireland, Nov. 2015
(photo credit Anna Tramarin)
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Education for Sustainable Development
Economy | Society | Environment | Equity | Relationships | Social Justice
Local | Community | Global Change | Action | Partnerships | Resilient

Sustainable Development1– “Development that meets the needs of the present while
safeguarding Earth’s life support system, on which the welfare of current and future
generations depends.”
Griggs et al. (2013)
Because of the urgent need for citizens to understand the concepts of sustainability, Education for
Sustainable Development or Sustainability Education has become a strong focus
worldwide. Sustainability education is a framework that can be used to engage students in all subjects
by using the real-world as the vehicle to
understanding and actively participating in
the complex interconnections between the
creation of vibrant communities, strong
economies, and healthy ecosystems, both
locally and globally. Education forms the
foundation for building sustainable
communities, and without education we
cannot achieve sustainability.
Equity, Environment and Economics
Registered Eco-Schools are working toward
becoming more sustainable, and are
investigating and implementing sustainable
development goals. Eco-Schools USA work to
link the three interconnected elements of
sustainability (social equity, environmental
health and economic prosperity) on a local,
national and international level. Systems thinking underlies the 7 Step Framework and Pathways to
____________________________
1

After a long series of intergovernmental negotiations on various themes, which saw a broad participation from
major groups and civil society stakeholders under the guidance of the United Nations State Members, the Goals
were adopted on September 25, 2015 at the New York United Nations Summit by 193 Member States. UN
Member States, the civil society and private sector contributors will use this new, universal set of goals, targets
and indicators to guide development global efforts over the next 15 years in a concerted international action with
the broadest, most ambitious development agenda ever agreed upon at the global level.
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Sustainability that make up the Eco-Schools USA program. As schools take steps to improve their
environmental performance, such as through reducing energy consumption or creating wildlife habitat
on the school grounds, these steps become a focus of the curriculum, a focus throughout the school and
a focus within the community. Students experience the integration of learning and meaning and power
behind their action. Each Eco-Schools USA Pathway to Sustainability provides an opportunity for
students to work together to solve authentic issues.

Partners in Sustainability Education
Several key partners of Eco-Schools USA have comprehensive programs, resources and professional
development opportunities that you can utilize to develop strong sustainability education curriculum and
programming.

Green Living Project | The Cloud Institute for Sustainability Education | Sustainable Schools Project
Children's Environmental Literacy Foundation |U.S. Partnership for Sustainable Development
Center for Ecoliteracy | Global Environmental Education Partnership (GEEP) | Shelburne Farms

The 17 Goals and 169 targets are meant to be action-oriented, concise and easy to communicate,
aspirational, global in nature and universally applicable to all countries, while taking into account the
different national realities, capacities and levels of development and respecting national policies and
priorities.
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National Standards
Content Knowledge | Rigorous | Cognitive Development | Objectives | Learning Progressions

In the United States our standards for learning drive our students’ classroom experiences. Successful
learning looks different in every classroom and for every student and the strategies we use to engage
students and move them forward are just as diverse.
As educators we are constantly retooling our practice, looking for ways to reach each and every child,
and environment-based education is one such learning experience that can be a transformative
experience for both the teacher and his or her students.
In an effort to support your classroom instruction using environment-based education, Eco-Schools USA
has aligned their program to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS), and to the National Science Education Standards (NSES).

NGSS
Alignment

CCSS
Alignment

NCES
Alignment
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Green STEM Initiative
Environment-Based | Science | Project-Based Learning | Technology | Rigorous | Engineering | Integrated
| Mathematics | Student-Centered | Design Process

STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math education. We
focus on these areas together not only because the skills and knowledge in each
discipline are essential for student success, but also because these fields are deeply
intertwined in the real world and in how students learn most effectively. STEM is an
interdisciplinary and applied approach that is coupled with hands-on, problem-based
learning.2

Research shows that students are more motivated to learn and do
better in school when they feel their learning is connected to a
Children
have
an
larger purpose.3 The environment can be a compelling context for
Children have an
teaching STEM. Students who may not otherwise be enthusiastic
innate
innate love
love of
of nature;
nature;
about STEM disciplines become inspired and often passionate
by
by showing
showing students
students
about exploring the many real-world issues that environmenttheir
based education offers, from designing local recycling solutions to
their STEM
STEM skills
skills can
can
addressing global fresh water shortages. Green STEM provides
protect
protect our
our natural
natural
them with a realistic context and connection to STEM subjects
world,
world, students
students become
become
that they can embrace and take action on to make a difference in
passionate
learners.
their own neighborhood or in the larger world. For students
passionate learners.
already enthusiastic about STEM subjects, Green STEM offers an
opportunity to take their skills to the next level by engaging in a
variety of service learning projects in their communities such as,
creating a green roof to mitigate storm water runoff, or a pollinator garden to help imperiled wildlife.
Such projects can have a range of real-world benefits, connect students with a range of interesting
community partners from horticulturalists and wildlife ecologists to urban planners and architectural
engineers, and introduce them to innovative green career opportunities.
Download our Green STEM Guidebook to learn more about this topic. Teachers can also learn to design
their own Green STEM learning experience through our on-line, self-paced professional development
course that accompanies the Green STEM Guidebook
2

California STEM Learning Network, http://www.cslnet.org/our-agenda/what-is-stem/.
MindShift: How a Bigger Purpose Can Motivate Students to Learn,
http://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2014/08/18/how-a-bigger-purpose-can-motivate-students-to-learn/
3

